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National Action Charter of the Kingdom of Bahrain 
 
The sublime address of H.H the Amir Shaikh Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa  
 
The sublime address of H.H the Amir Shaikh Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, at the audience, 
rendered to the head and members of the Supreme National Committee assigned to draft the 
national charter, who submitted to H.H, the draft of the national action charter of the state of 
Bahrain, at Riffa, on Saturday, 7th Ramadan 1421 h, 23rd December 2000  
 
Dear brothers and sisters,  
May peace and God’s blessings be upon you.  
Today is the dearest day in the history of Bahrain and a glorious moment in our dignified and 
honoured path. We confidently can say that your accomplishing of the national charter draft, 
represents an advanced step in the course of the modernizing the political structure of the 
state including the systems and institutions, in such a way that meet the aspiration of the 
progressing of the people of Bahrain towards further civilized progress and rising. 
It is our pride to achieve this national unanimity in the form of the charter draft after several 
gatherings of useful dialogue with various sectors of our civilized community and its 
representatives. Accordingly you had gathered within the context of this national committee 
and from various positions, thus enriching the common visions with constructive views and 
free exchange of opinion in free Bahrain, to strengthen the principles of human coexistence 
and civilized dialogue which embodied, and over ages, the democratic feature and practices 
that are formulated today by the charter. You have in fact demonstrated your ability to 
process this pioneering mission in the history of the nation and proved your competence to 
shoulder the task for the interest of all citizens. These are only the first step that precedes a 
number of dialogue and forums within our national course, fortunately coinciding with last ten 
days of Ramadan, a document that shall be remembered by next generations as Ramadan 
document. 
 
Our brothers and sisters, 
With every confidence and pride we receive from you the draft of the charter, the allegiance 
document, as you wished, and it will be the subject of our recognition and consideration and a 
responsibility that we care for as we, pledged since the beginning and in light of our great 
confidence in the awareness of this dear citizens. 
This will be submitted to a general public referendum according to the procedures in this 
regard, in order receive the opinions and views of the people. Once we are satisfied that there 
is general consensus about this draft, we shall endorse it as a basis for our national path, 
upon which we shall be guided in processing the national action and complement the 
modernizing of the state institutions and its constitutional power, while implement in each 
stage those parts deemed to be in line with the aspirations of the citizens, 
 
Dear brothers and sisters, 
We shall remain hand in hand and united over the course of this process and I hereby stretch 
my hand to every single Bahraini, men and women, as it showed the pledge of allegiance and 
it will show a new formula of allegiance. The new formula and the national modernization shall 
be the features of our best days to come. 
 
May peace and God’s blessings be upon you. 

 


